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(Updated on May 2017)Even when literature about JavaScript Objects is abundant and already
accessible to the reader, this book still fills a need. JavaScript Objects Functions and Arrays
Explained challenges the void between books written to teach syntax and those covering
specific implementations of the language. This comprehensive approach revisits the foundation
of JavaScript Objects without asking anyone to memorize constructs they may seldom use in the
real world of JavaScript implementation. It uses simple illustrations allowing the reader to stay
focused on the subject matter. Although most book sales happen in the U.S. this book has been
written in international English and any idiomatic expression has a link to a suitable
explanation.JavaScript Objects Functions and Arrays Explained is about concepts; it is not about
implementation of exotic scripts that may lose students before they have a chance to grasp the
idea behind the topic. Because JavaScript is such a complex language, the author has chosen
to simplify, but not to diminish, certain areas that may be new to a great number of readers. One
example is closures. The author approaches closures in a minimalist yet effective way, with
illustrations and simplified scripts in order to keep the concept from being lost by the power of
the code itself.The author’s intent is to approach JavaScript in a manner he hoped to find when
first initiated his studies of the language. This book is not for the very beginner because it does
not cover basic rules of syntax. However, if you have been exposed to the basics somewhere
else before, you will not have any problem grasping the written material. On the other hand if you
come from a different language or need a refresher, there is always an explanation of the scripts
presented, line by line.Click on the button to download this eBook and start your new adventure
into JavaScript.

"This book really surprised me. It's VERY good.""The book gives a very well-written explanation
on how JavaScript works","If any one wants to visualize the core JS, then this is the book to go
with","Tony does a good job of explaining the nitty gritty details of the JS mechanism within the
browser","I appreciate any book that the writer can clearly (for me) explain the subject","The
book helped me with developing object oriented thinking in the terms of JavaScript"From the
Inside FlapMemory is subdivided between Stack and Heap. The Stack acts as a scratch pad for
short-length data items, such as primitive types (explained in the book). Longer and more
detailed constructs, such as objects of any kind, are written in the Heap.To access objects, we
create pointers known as variables. Once we de-reference or neutralize a pointer, the object
goes into delete schedule via a Garbage Collection method. Garbage Collection methods are
browser specific and interface with the JavaScript interpreter. They are constantly being
improved with each browser version release. JavaScript data in the Heap acts differently than
the one in the Stack. Knowing how this data behaves helps you understand what to expect from



the JavaScript code you are planning to write.From the Back CoverJavaScript is not
justECMAScript. JavaScript is a combination of ECMAScript and theenvironment where it is
being used such as the browser (I'm referring to DOM& BOM). ECMAScript is implemented by a
JavaScriptEngine and there are several engines being used...About the AuthorTony de Araujo is
an Electronics Engineering Technologist and a Java Engineer. Over the years, he has trained
thousands of IT professionals throughout the US, served in upper management in the office
technology industry and has published books about programming in JavaScript, TypeScript and
Go.Read more
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Todd Schadler, “Mr. de Araujo, Please Raise the Price on this Amazing Book!. This has got to be
one of the best introductions to JavaScript I have ever come across (in book form, at least, which
is saying a lot since most books on programming are counterproductive). It's gentle, easy to
follow, and clear cut to the very end. The author also provides little pearls of wisdom along the
way regarding how to learn JavaScript, the obstacles one is likely to encounter, and how to use
the book to your advantage when you feel stuck and not sure where to go next. The author's
words of encouragement inspired me to continue and keep working through the examples and
he made me feel like what I was experiencing wasn't just my own experience but the experience
of other JavaScript students as well.Unlike other JavaScript books (namely those in the O'Reilly
series and the No Starch Press series), this book really IS for beginners and doesn't overwhelm
the reader with SO MUCH new material that they can't solidify even the basics; rather, the book
provides just enough information to give the reader some agency in their learning. This is truly
where JavaScript Objects, Functions, and Arrays Explained shines while the other countless
JavaScript book resources flounder.There's just so much simple wisdom in this book--from
metaphors to words of encouragement--that many authors of other coding books take for
granted and forget to tell their readers! Luckily for me, I knew what amazing information de
Araujo contained in these pages (and I thanked him through Twitter for it, not to mention asked
him to raise the price--yes, it's that good).If you're a beginner in JavaScript, this is the book for
you.”

Daniel A. Meneses, “Become really good at it (if not expert). Why did I purchase this book? Why
should you?You and me might have different reasons for learning JavaScript but the goal is the
same: Become really good at it (if not expert) , enjoy it and conquer the language in a way that
we do not struggle with the code as we are trying to convey something. This brings me to the
next statement:Please DO NOT memorize code. Even if you are not pursuing a career in
programming, I suggest you do not do it. You will lose the battle mid-way and you will inevitably
give up this fascinating world of telling the computer just what the heck it is you want it to do. But
in order to do that, you need to understand what you are coding; enters JavaScript Objects
Functions and Arrays Explained.I am exactly at 29% into the book and I came here to tell you
that Mr. Tony has a way with the written word. A skill that not many people have. Someone could
be very adept and knowledgeable about a subject but if the narrative and examples of the author
are not strong and easy to follow, it will only build additional steps onto the already complicated
and incline flight of stairs we are already walking on. The diagrams in this book are great, many
examples so that you can read and test the code and dissect every part of it so you can
understand what you are actually doing. Tony uses a neat color-key map to let you know if a
word is new, it it has already been discussed, or if is an "action" and we need to pay close
attention.Little things yet powerful. So my suggestion to all of you out there who want to learn JS,



you will not regret this book!! I am already anxious to finish it and keep on with other subjects.***
Never stop learning ---- Don't memorize code ---- If you understand what you are doing the
coding will come by itself and that my friend, is an indication of the beginning of SUCCESS ***”

Rob, “So far it's pretty good. So far I really enjoy the book. It is easy to read and you're able to
grasp the concepts. To me this is the perfect book for a beginner or for someone who is not
quite an intermediate JS coder. I needed something to give me a bit of a backstory on the
language and the concepts. This seems to be filling in the gaps I had. I'm only 20% into the
book, I'll update the review when I'm further along and when I'm finished.Update:I finished the
book and I still think that it's pretty good. Only issue is that the Loan App you make definitely has
errors in it. Their code returns undefined nomatter what. Besides that I would say it was money
well spent.”

grrltrouble, “Great way to dive deeper into a subject after basic tutorials on JavaScript. Came
across the author on Codecademy where he is very helpful and explains concepts and
examples clearly. Bought this book for access to more of the same and I was not disappointed.
Clearly not a professionally published book, but that makes the price right for those not bothered
by minor imperfections. This is a great source of knowledge for anyone learning JavaScript,
especially if you're feeling fuzzy on the theories and ideas behind the syntax. Unfortunately, I've
had to put JavaScript on hold for a bit while I learn Java, but will come straight back to this book
when I want to get into it again. Now if only he would put out some Java books!!”

Avid Reader, “Very good book. Definitely worth the purchase.. This book really surprised me. It's
VERY good.I was trying to learn coding doing three things: Codecademy, Eloquent Javascript,
and Coderbyte challenges.This book really helped me to really get objects and methods, in a
way none of those three sources did. Really recommend it, and it's very cheap for what it
teaches. Strongly recommend if you're in a similar situation.If the author redid his book covers,
he would sell TONS more books. Also, have tried to get in touch with him in many ways, to no
avail.”

Jrm, “Good author and super clear teacher. Uncomplicated and clear explanations and
examples.Imparts a good understanding of the topics in forthrightImparts a forthright
understanding of concepts through good examples, simple and clear writing while describing
subjects like "closures" and "scope" . He does not overwhelm the student.”

Dazza, “A very thorough overview and insight in objects and javascript. I really was not expecting
much from this book but let me tell you it very simply tells you how javascript is intended to use
objects and the structure of the language. Yes if you know nothing about javascript this may be a
little confusing but having read this book coming from various other books and online courses I
must say it has some great snippets of information in it. Yes it has some errors in he text but at



this price 100% recommended”

GE, “Great book!. I love his writing style, you just can't stop reading his books. It never gets
boring. Everything is so easy to follow in mind when reading. The book gives great tips and turns
even objects into simple pieces. I purchased other titles from the author. Hopefully one day I get
as smart in programing as him.”

The book by Tony de Araujo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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